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Professor Harold Scott Corey, through his warmth and
interest, has formed close ties with the students here at
Worcester Tech. He is concerned not only with their work,
but with the interaction of their lives with an ever expand-
ing world — and how Tech is keeping pace with that
growth. The range of his activities and affiliations within
the Institute attest to his far reaching interests.
We find it fitting to dedicate this book to a man whose
association with the school has been marked by his devo-
tion to what should be the only legitimate objective of
Tech — the education and growth of the student.
. . .
the Institute offers of itself, and
the individual may take at will. It ex-
tends from the classroom, where the
giving and taking are each one-sided
— to a dorm or a fraternity.
the deeper it becomes the greater its pow-
er to build or destroy. The individual opens
his soul to another, and risks self-destruc-






new ideas surge to the forefront of significance,
strong minds are made up, and the weaker have to
be led.
10




we create mythical moments
13
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and crown them with a queen.
15





but all the while with our eye on the present
18
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the urging of silhouetted dark-
ness leads us to reach beyond the
books . . .
21










. . . together . . . alone.
23
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September finds freshmen descending as a vor-















the grass underfoot is still green
and so are the freshmen . . .
32
or so the sophomore thinks.
33









to relive the spirit, to discuss, to introduce
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and varied forms of expression in the struggle for understanding.
45
we have opened our minds to others, en-
listed their aid, and at times, used them
as a crutch. There comes a time for each
of us, however, when we must adopt . . .
46
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FIRST ROW: J. Braun, Prof. R. Cobb.
D. Lutz, D. Foley, A. Antakauskas, R. Stel-
mak, S. Cotter, S. Hebert, W. Grespin.
SECOND ROW: R. Rogers, L. Penoncello,




SEATED. S. Nelson, W Kuczek. J Segal. G. Fargo. P. Bujak.
J. Maggi. W Goudie. Prof R Van Alstyne. Prol. P. Christo-
pher. R. Bouchard. J. Kilguss STAND/NG: R Lapierre.




SEATED: J. Raslavsky, M. White, D. Klimaj, B. John-
son, J. Lauterbach, K. Schurzky, D. Murphy, J. Tru-
del, A. Fish, R. Pankoski, W. Johnson, W. Sullivan,
W. Behn. SEATED AT TABLE: D. Wilson, W. Fini.
The governing bodies at Worcester
Tech have become the force that keeps
the student in touch with the progress
and viewpoint of the Institute. Through
the work of the Tech Senate the gap
between the faculty and student has
been bridged through its advice on
curriculum changes. This body has also
served the student by bringing liberal
viewpoints to the campus through its
assembly program. The Council of
Presidents has been instrumental in
creating a proper motivation for outside
activity through its evaluation of cam-
pus organizations and the activity point
system. The Interfraternity Council de-
veloped out of a need for closer co-
operation between member houses and
the school. It has continued in this
spirit by maintaining the rushing sys-
tem and exploring new areas such as
a cooperative program for fraternity
buying. It further serves the member
chapters by presenting the Interfrater-




W. Menezes, J. Braley, J. Titus. P. Blackman, P. Castle,
D. Vizard, J. Gibson, B. Sturtevant. Prof. H. Corey, P. Mai-



















N Durkee. T. Ke/ley. E Christensen, C Rinaldi. C Blake. S. Luber.

















S. Brodeur, G. B/ackburn, R. Renn. J. Maggi, R. Lapierre. P. Stanley.





FIRST ROW; N. Thune, M. True, J. Soul-
Here, J. Lawson. SECOND ROW: D. Klauber,





At The service organizations on
the Tech Campus are dedicated
to the purpose of performing
and providing various services
for the betterment of Worcester
Tech. Presently there are three
active organizations on campus:
Alpha Phi Omega, Student Serv-
ice Council, and the Frosh
Directory Board.
Alpha Phi Omega is the na-
tional men's service fraternity.
The past year has seen Alpha
Phi Omega conduct the annual
"Ugly Man on Campus" con-
test, the Tech Carnival, and
the Student-Faculty Basketball
Game.
The Student Service Council
is made up of nine elected stu-
dents, three from each of the
upper classes. The major func-
tion that the S.S.C. performs is
publishing and distributing the
Tech Bible.
The Frosh Directory Board
was a pioneer venture this past
year. Whose major purpose was
to publish the Frosh Directory.
J Bofop. P. Kudlcss, W. Cooper. J Raslavsky.








FIRST ROW: C. Pike, W. Chiapper/ni,
R. Brodeur, J. Doran, J. Trudeau. SECOND
ROW. W. Pieper, M. White, R. Symonds,
B. Rogers, E. Semp/e, D. Johnson, C. Schen-
ker, J. O'Rourke, N. Potter. THIRD ROW:
L. Roger, R. Meader, A. Perreault, D. Eaton,























C. Kleman, Prof. R. Goloskie, J. Gibson,
J. Whaten. D. Burwen, A. Bouley. R. New-
ton, D. Vizard.
M. o. L». L.
FIRST ROW: E McNaman, S McCandless. J. Sullivan SECOND ROW W Tuomi.
H. MacLeod, A. Carrara, J Bolop. R Holt THIRO ROW. S. Kaiser. J. Morawsfci.
D Spencer, J. Sereriadis. S. Dicker FOURTH ROW. J Scott. P. Kudless. S. Walsh.
C Sisitsky. D Bergsfrom FIFTH ROW. F Turcotle. G. Charesl. R FedotoH. R. Perrault.




FIRST ROW: B. Gee/an, F. Valego, J. Danis. R. Loring, M. Barr, J. Pyzik, N. Thune, R. Boh/in,
P. Formica, W. Messer, W. Joubert, E. Wiluz, D. Stone, M. True, R. Zahnke, R. Hellen, W. Kuczek,
J. Pardee, J. Maggi. SECOND ROW: R. Trefry, J. Feldman, D. Bobseine, P. Gaither, D. A/dn'ch,
C. Meredith, P. Bu/ak, K. Schursky, M. White, W. Goudie, C. Blake, G. Balmer, W. Hack.
FIRST ROW: P. Castle, G. Duvall, S. Roselle. SECOND ROW: J. Semmel, C. Hyde,
E. Pero, J. Braley. THIRD ROW: R. Lindquist, W. Catterall, C. Inglee, R. Morey.
FOURTH ROW: J. Loomis, J. DeBeaumont, D. Crowed, P. Berube. FIFTH ROW:




F. Vohan, R. Scalzi, G. Caron, M. Latina,
R. Sp/'cuzza, L. Wendelowski, S. A/pert,
R. Weiner, W. Sul/ivan, Mr. P. Christopher.
S.A.M.
STANDING J Braun. R Rogers. R Olvet. F Magena. G Batten. R Rivetti.
L. Lambcrtr KNEELING. J Tata. M Mauro. D Simpson, W McCann,
G Ferrara. R Watkins
72
J. Palmer, J. Greene, R. Demers, N. Potter,
W. Miller, R. Mason, J. Lauterbach, J. Gor-
den, R. Bertrand, R. Gallant, D. Pearson,
R. Finn, B. Sturtevant.
Ir T T FIRST ROW: T. Pasierb. F. Jensen, P. Konopa. P. Ma/nati, F. Manter. SECOND ROW: F. Mahar.
-U.L.E.. m. Paige, H. Sani, R. Jewell, W. Garth. THIRD ROW: W. Bond, D. Johnson, S. Erhard,
P. Lukesh, R. Dhein. FOURTH ROW: D. Klimaj, R. Stone, R. Lodi, P. Anderson, D. Baxter.
FIFTH ROW: R. Woog, A. Schwartz, M. Walraven, S. Harrington, L. Sprecher. SIXTH ROW:





SEATED: K. Foster, 8. McGuire, J. Hitchcock,
H. Sweet, J. Lefevre, J. Worth/ey, W. Garth,
P. Clark, J. Lucas, F. Maher, R. Daugherty,
W. Puis. STANDING: R. Shapiro, J. Noyes,
S. Platz, J. Nelson, R. Stesse/, D. Pietraszew
ski, R. Court, W. Hawkins, F. Barlik, D. John
ston, G. Mears, J. Robbins, K. Watson
D. Ne/son, R. Phe/ps, B. Lovelace. J. Roger,





Roddenbery, R. Lapierre, ri-i *
MASQUE SEATED. G Bazinet. R DeGennaro. R Trefry. B SturtevantSTANDING R Oleson. H Wennborg. J Trudeau. W. Garth.
F yazwinski. N Poller. W Bontly
74
BAND
FIRST ROW: J. Cyranski, W. Travis, B. Shiffrin, D. Pond, W. Chudzik, M. Scelzo,
T. Gwazdauskas, D. Vandenberg, H. Williams, R. Gallo, B. Denson, H. Gentile. SECOND
ROW: R. Symonds, D. W//son, R. Mickey, E. O'Hara, F. Manter, G. Banks, S. Smith,
M. Schmidt, D. Casperson, J. Hilyard, Advisor W. F. Lynch, N. Bergstrom. THIRD ROW:
J. Maggi, C. Kalauskas, J. Clune, R. Sepso, S Zieve, J. Lauterbach, P. Hopkinson,
S. Harrington, R. Shapiro.
BOYNTONIANS A. Johannesen, C. Vandenberg, J. Lauter-bach, D. Rule, T. McCoy, J. Nappi, J. Wha-
len, J. Clune, F. Mahar, P. Hopkinson,
B. Denson, R. Symonds, T. Gwazdauskas,





A. Schwartz, J. Marconi, G. Landauer,
R. Shen, L. Phil, R. Anderson, S. Schwarm,
D. Klimaj, M. Hubelbank, D. Pond. RADIO CLUB
DEBATING SOCIETY S. L«ece. J Cyranski. F. Yohan, G. Barnhart. L. Sprecher,W Fmi. R Halperin, B. Damon. S. Legomifcy
76
CAMERA CLUB
N. Potter, R. Jewell, R. Bone,
R. Simonds, R. Webber, H. Sweet,
R. Chauhan.
LENS & LIGHTS CLUB
Prof. D. Howe, D. Wilson, B. Chase, G. Mears,
K. Crawford, E. Roth, R. Brodeur, K. McGuire,
S. Dicker, R. Mayer, A. Fish, A. Southwick,
R. Dashner, M. Gan, D. Murphy, K. Bell,
R. Horan, R. Zeman.
5 CHESS CLUB
H. Wyzansky, R. Collins, S. Stadnicki. J. Knight,





FIRST ROW: R. Do/an, S. Formica. SECOND
ROW: R. Bouchard. J. Cocci, R. Hayden, B.
Belanger, J. Fee. THIRD ROW: R. Desman's,
B. Gallager. R. Naventi, R. Levine.
ACHERS
J. Wright, B. Duese/, R.
Sinuc, M. Sack, W. Kuczek.
BARONS STANDING. L Penoncello. S Heberf. S. Nelson.E. Siegaf. G. Dyckman, R. Goodall. D. Maguire.






P. Trudel, R. Ormsbee, J. Stalker, D. Pear-
son, D. Stone, J. Lauterbach, E. Wilusz,
F. Yohan, L. Day, C. Blackmail, D. Aldrich.
Prof. Corey, B. Geelan.
FIRST ROW: Dean E. Hollows. Prof. A. Back, Dr. L. Atwood, Prof. F. Nelson. SECOND ROW: Mrs. Hollows, F.
Family, A. Canatsulis, Mrs. D. Johnson, Mrs. Heselbarth, Mrs. Nelson, Dr. D. Johnson, Mr. E. Heselbarth.
THIRD ROW: R. Kikani, A. Kapur, W. Menezes, R. Kathiwalla. FOURTH ROW: J. Worthley, S. Choksi, T. Dujunco,






R. P/kor, A. Southwick, M. Ouellette, S. Schwarm,
M. Litant, K. Rothammer, J. Kokoszka, J. Capn'o,
Mrs. Beyer, D. Agin, D. Wilson, T. Crispino.
R. Bertrand, R. Gemmer.
RIFLE
CLUB
S. Sellinger. J. Scolf. D. Coombe.
C Pike. D. Schoenleld. G. Landauer.




J. Decker, J. Braley, J. Owens,
R. Smith, W. Catterel, E. Nickerson,
M. White, F. Scott, T. Semperbaum,
F. Family, R. Maier, P. Kazemersky,
SEATED: M. Francis, J. Knapp.
New England Intercollegiate
Ski Conference
















Overall Confe 'ence Standing — 2nd 81
2NAUTICAL
ASSOCIATION
STANDING: A. Perrault, R. Holler, D. Appleyard,
W. Hawkins. R. Jones. P. Abbe, M. Weinstein.




D. Klein, A. Palmer, T. Sullivan, M. Babin,
R. Woog, B. Lovelace, F. White.
82
FIRST ROW: D. Klein, R. Randall. T. Sullivan, B. Love-
lace, J. Nano, T. Heidt, R. Pankoski, C. Bradbury,
B. Weber, J. Shaw, Prof. R. Olson, Coach R. Cook,
Coach K. Burns. SECOND ROW: A. Antakauskas,
R. Fiore, J. Lucas, F. Corbiere, G. Bazinet. V. Prasad,
G. Pollnow, W. Shore. S. Luber, S. Walsh, R. Clyne.
THIRD ROW: C. Ritter, S. Brodeur, L. Gates, S. Shell.
P. Dubinski, R. Gosling. E. Johnson, J. Cocci. R. Crump.









R. Snell, M. Gerber, B. Cunlin, D. Brown, B. John-
son, Prof. W. Roadstrom.
P.C.F.
SEATED: C Pike. M. White, J. Lauterbach, Rev. Sterner. STANDING:






















Prof. D. Howe, D. True, R. Pryor,



















STANDING: Or R. Prichtrd. Mr A Rankm. Pro! W. Zepp. Prof. E. Higgenbottom. Mr. A. J Knight.
KNEELING: W Baker. F Mjigier*. Lulz. R Lij«mk*t. R Mmkahon.
MILITARY ACTIVITIES
PERSHING RIFLES
FIRST ROW: Miss L. Fleming, D. Wilson,
W. McCann, J. Turek. SECOND ROW:
F. Jodaitis, R. Barnard, C. Forand, J. Kraska.
THIRD ROW: E. Gallo, T. Bulger, L. Taylor,
J. Harvey, C. Cowles. FOURTH ROW: Capt.
G. Voung, K. McGuire, D. Harwood, J. Nel-
son, W. Pieper. FIFTH ROW: D. Lorusso.
R. Deland, A. Cunningham, H. Sweet. SIXTH
ROW: P. Wolf, J. Czajkowski, R. Rose, J. Sen-
ecal. SEVENTH ROW: J. O'Rourke, P. Ledoux,
D. Agin, C. Obertuck. EIGHTH ROW: M. An-








































STANDING: B. Rogers, J. Titus, G. Miller, F. Corcoran, G. Smart, R. Seldon,
R. Stessel, G. Westmoreland, D. Colter, W. Boyan, W. Tuomi, R. Palm,
A. Leketa, E. Ayers, W. Sackmann. KNEELING: P. Blackman, J. Caprio.
E. Nickerson, T. Koltery'ahn, G. Pollack, R. Midwood, P. Norkevicius, R. Gem-







AL JOHNSON KEN UNELl PETE DICKERSON
^ "V -^j
GREG GOULET FRED ECKERT BOB LORING
RUSS SNYDER DAN HESS
ROGER MILES
BRUCE TUPPER JOHN ELPHINSTONE







9RUCE POWELL CHARUE MILLSBACK PAUL DRESSER
PETE GBOSCH OOUO MOflWH kcurt nwNC EAm. 3P1NKS
92




ORLANDO MENDE2 STEVE COTTER EDUARDO MENDE2
RON GORDON JIM BRAlTHWAlTE JOHN FIORE
BILL MAHONEY
KAL NGOON
JACK MCCABE DOUG NELSON
DAVE HEALEY RICK SPRETER
93
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
AL COUCHON SCOTT WILSON JIM PALMER BILL RAYMOND ROGER PHELPSRll I nwn OfiFfi FI
nr^
DOUG MURRAY SANOY MALCOLM PAUL HAYNER JOHN NOYES
life lift 4Tfcl
KEN EKSTROM <".M€T KA! ' JIM MOR5C
94
MARK NORTON RON GOSK CHARLIE BLAKE CLINT INGLEE
ANDY PIRETTI DAVE GRADWELL DAVE'GUMBLEY CARL STEELE
95
LEW GAMBLE GREG COX RICHIE VAUGHN DAVE ANDERSEN JOE ADAMIK
*M*MaA
JIM AHEARN BILL HEALD DAVE BROWN STEVE SPAKOWSKY RAY STANLEY











JOE MARCELLO MARK GERBER PHIL KAZEMERSKY
feint
9RAD JOHNSON DICK GRAHAM DICK COURT-
DICK SADOWSKI BOB 6ALOUSKUS JACK BARKUS
97
ALPHA TAU OMEGA










WICKER. S B J.
becohoinq SECftEranr
98
BAZlNET, G.R, MAKOHON. RE.
f^M
tThAthlfh
MCCUE, RH JR CHUDZIK.W A.
fctffcl
HOPKINS. G T ROBEY, RE WENDELKEN, R L RIESS, W.C. HEINR1CH, J T
99
±A1*
C€MERS, R R CCQENNARO. RE PASlERB, T C AhfON. U C
100
WIRZBICK1, G F TRUOEAU. J R WENNBERG, HE
BERGSTROM, D P PAULY, A
ROBERTS, K W




FRANK H CORBIERE CHARLES T.CHASE RICHARD J. WEEDEN DONALD B. HOLDEN MARK A.FREYERMUTH OAVID C. BAXTER
Iftfctilifeifll
ROBERT TEMPLIN JOSEPH A. LANGONE RICHARO J WARREN FELIX J BARLIK JOHN F DODA PAUL T SHEA
/1J4J
JOHN E.WATSON GERRY A. BLODGETT JAMES ANNETT JOSEPH A SENEGAL RICHARD A STAYE JEFFREY C. KNAPP
103
DOUGLAS G FERRY ROBERT C GOSLING COBB S GOFF JEFFREY A. FREELANO JOHN D.HOYT PETER V MIKLOS
ii aa did
PETER H ANDERSON CHARLES F ROBINSON JAMES D SELLAR PETER C. STANLEY PAUL B. DUBINSKY RICHARD J WALLACE
WILLIAM DYSON JR. JERRY L JOHNSON ROBERT L. SIMONOS WILLIAM J BOYAN JOEL P GREENE JOHN D CATTEL
104
ri JOHN BRALEV JOSEPH N PASSARO RICHARD J. PANKOSKI WILLIAM H BEHN ROGER J ZIPFEL
Ji4 Ali
THOMAS A RICCHI JAMES L.VIELF. PETER G SHANLEY JEFFREY A. DECKER DENNIS P HALLWORTH
PETER M.HERRON GREGORY R. BLACKBURN JOSEPH R. PYZIK WILLIAM MESSER PAUL FMCDONAGH
OBERTL. DHEIN RICHARD S. NEFF BARRIE M. PETERSON JONATHAN A. TITUS WALLACE PFINI
RONA.MUCCI JOHN P KEIR FRANK D MANTER RONALD J. OCHMAN LEIGH E.BANTLY
DBERT A BOHLIN STEPHEN J BRODEUR FREYDOON FAMILY ROBERT J HJNCHARD H PAXSON GIFFORO
105
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
RICHARD H SOMERS RICHARD S. OLSON DONALD H FOLEY JOHN S JENKINS
ROBERT E.DENIGRIS ROBERT E GOHSLER DANIEL F TANONA WILLIAM f. UARBONI
** siMtAj%




PAUL W. REMIJAN JOHN M. BURNS WILLIAM D POULIN LEE M.GATES JR. THOMAS E.FITZPATRICK
DANIEL R.ROY WILLIAM L.WILLAND W FRANK HURLBURT RONALD C LEWIS WILLIAM E.HALLOCK
jfkA
DOMENIC J.FORCELLA STEPHEN F NAGY EUGENE L.DANI JOSEPH CASCIO JR. GREGORY E. BARNHART






KENDALL W. GORDON BERNARD R DUESEL ANTHONY S.CARRARA ANTHONY J. BAGLINI
VICE PRESIDENT PRESIDENT TREASURER
WAYNE M CHIAPPERINI ROBERT A KENNEDY ROBERT A BALDUCCI JAMES R CRABB JR
ALAN L JANKOT SCOTT T MCCANDLESS ROBERT A NICHOLS JAMES FLUZ
ROBERT A FALCIANI OAV ID F MOORE PAUL F STASKO MICHAEL A SCOTT
RONALD P ROSADINI STEVE 0. COPE MICHAEL J. SCEL20 PAUL C. WILSON GEORGE T. MCCANDLESS JR.
STEWART T STOCKING ALFRED F PERRONE JR. JAMES T. RODIER ZBIGNIEW DRELICH ROBERT P ROCCO
109
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
TOM LORINI JOE FITZGERALD JOE NELSON TOM TAYLOR STEVE SELINGER
JOEL ROURKE DON WHELAN BILL DONGES MIKE OUELLETTE LEE BRADLEY
TIM SCHAFFERNOTH JOHN LEE
TMtAfcMIft Vl« tUtliCIMT
ERIC SWEEO JOE SLOC1K ROG GARIEPY
TKttMU
110
CHARLIE BLANCHARD PETE BONDY HARRY VAILLETTE CECIL BORGESON
KEN BATTLE FRANK KUSZPA RICH BROGGI
111
LARRY GOULD TED HEIDT JOHN LUNNEY TERRY SULLIVAN MIKE BABIN
6UTCH MCGUIRE PAUL DOWNEY HIT GURSKE BOB CHERRY GREG BALMER
fttrn
JOHN HISCOCK ART MARU68IO JIM ROSSI JOHN POOULLO
112
ROG ARMATA JERRY TOUPIN JOHN CUTHBERTSON PAUL BEAUDET DAVE KILPATRICK
CHARLIE SLAMA BILL PETE RAY HOPKINS REIN OLVET GEORGE CRAVEN
WALT KUCZEK - BOB DOLAN PETE BARBOUR RENE LAPIERRE MARK EMIRZIAN
113
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
CURTIS A. RlTTER PHILIP A. MATTSON ERIC N. CHRISTENSEN DAVID F VERMILYA NEIL W DURKEE
it iMk
KENNETH R BLAISDELL BRUCE G LOVELACE MARSHALL B TAYLOR MARTIN E KOSKI DAVID R SPEIRS
Ifctfetfk
WILLIAM 6 HILLNER GEOFFREY B NEAGLE JAMES R WHITE RAYMOND H BARROWS DONALD F RAPP
ALFRED G FREEBERG ALFRED P ABBE STEPHEN R ANDRUCHOW WILLIAM A YEARICK THOMAS SEMPREBON
114
ROBERT A. SINUC STEWART W. NELSON STEPHEN J. HEBERT
SECRETARY PnesiMHT VICE PRESIDENT
ROBERT M HOLT
PETER K SOMMER WILLIAM E SULLIVAN JR. LYNN A. BlUCKlE DARREL J KOST RICHARD E. GOODELL
dmd
GARNER W DUVALL JOHN K. WRIGHT STEPHEN K. TAYLOR RICHARD B NELSON ROGER C BlNKERO
DONALD G LUTZ FREO M. TURCOTTE JOHN E ROGOZENSK! JR. DOUGLAS W KLAUBER CHARLES A GRIFFIN
115
RAYMOND C ROGERS JR NELSON F THUNE GEORGE EC BATTEN WAYNE L PIERCE JOHN R FARLEY
KENNETH H TURN8ULL ROBERT L.BRADLEY WILUAM P STANTON GREGORY H SOVAS RICHARD G PERREAULT
RCHARO G HARRINGTON ROBERT MARSHALL STEPHEN M HOLDS CURTIS S KRUGER OAV'D A KUWIHOU*
THOMAS C GORNtY PMiliP D PAuiJON OARLO J ANOWCSON BOVCC £ SAMUEL30* *OBCWT V DOWhiC
116
,u
GEORGE R STEVENS DONALD G SIMPSON RONALD C. HAYDEN MALCOLM A MACGREGOR KYLE J ONDRlCEK
1 41fti
GUNNARJ STALEMARK JOHN L. STUMPP ROY C FEDOTOFF HERBERT R. BROWN WILLIAM R COOPER
ROBERT L SMITH DAVID K. HEEBNER DOUGLAS P B08SEINE ROBERT C.YOUNG JOHN R DAUGHERTY
JAY J BOTOP PAUL F PETERSON GEORGE E GRIMMELL EARL A. SCOTT DONALD P (
RALPH N CLEMONS THOMAS M. RICHARDS STEPHEN D FISCHER ARTHUR T KATSAROS STEPHEN O ROGERS




I CAHALEN STEPHEN STATZ RAYMOND SEGUIN EUGENE BALDRATE CHARLES KELLY CHARLES WOJEWODA JAMES RASLAVSKY
ini'ifeiti
SWERCEWSKI ARNIE ANTAKAUSKAS JOHN MERRITT KEVIN SULLIVAN JOHN 6RESNAHAN EDWARD CANNON KENNETH GMINSKI
ftlfcft
MARIO ZAMPIERI JOSEPH PAQOETTE GEORGE GAMACHE JOHN KEENAN JEFFREY SHAW STEPHEN PYTKA JOHN FOLEY
ttfc£nfcJl
WALTER RAPP STEPHEN OVER JOHN GRANT RICHARD BEDARO MICHAEL HART JOHN POBLOCKI LEON WENDELOWSKI
118
ROBERT STROPLE JEFFREY HULTMAN MICHAEL GLYNN ROBERT NAJEMY
±kglh
RONALD ROBERTS PATRICK KELLEY BRIAN ABRAHAM RICHARD SANDORA
JAMES WALKER MARK SIMPSON KENNETH KOPKA JOHN PAYNE 119
Sinp
MICHAEL NAPOLiTANO LAWRENCE PENONCELLO THOMAS LENEHAN JAMES FEE MICHAEL PORTANOVA
l&HB ^t^i^P **hI
>.** 441JJ
CHRISTOPHER BRADBURY RONALD TATA JAMES COCCI JAMES MARONEY JOSEPH PASTIC
LEONARD OOELL JOHN SOULLlERE WILLIAM TANZER MICHAEL TRUE RONALO JOLICOCUR
120
KENNETH BERUBE KEVIN FINAN RICHARD AUDE
EUGENE DIONNE THOMAS BENOlT JR. ANDREW KUDARAUSKAS RONALD NAVENTl ROBERT COATES
FRANCIS MAGIERA DAVID COLLETTE PAUL CHERUB1NI LESLIE PAYNE GARY BOSSAK
ALPHA EPSILON PI
£k m-M












LAWRENCE MINKOFF RICHARD J. WEINER STAN GOLDMAN STEPHEN ZUCKERMAN
NEIL GLICKSTEIN MARK GARAWAV GARY LEVENTHAL STEPHEN LEGOMSKY
RICHARD SHAPIRO ROBERT SELDON LUCIEN TEIG
'-^
M:kJh
JACK SIEGEL DANIEL KLEIN NORMAN BRUNELL MARC WEINSTEIN
GERALD AXELROD RICHARD FURMAIM LARRY KATZMAN GERALD ROBBINS
124
HOWARD SHORE RALPH RIVKIND CHARLIE SISITSKY
HOUSE MANAGER
STEVEN SCHUMER ARNOLD MILLER MARSHALL KAPLAN
* HC-p, >3» fR
STEVEN FRIEDMAN ALAN SIDMAN MICHAEL BARR
JOHN SONNE JOHN FELDMAN EDWARD BOTWICK









PETER LUKESH MALCOLM WHITE JR RAYMOND O'COMNELL JR. PHILIP GAITHER EDWARD PERO
RICHARD HAMPSON MICHAEL SILLS JAMES BOYD JEFFREY HYNDS ROBERT CASCONE
DAVE JERVIS CLIFFORD OBERTUCK CHARLES DOE RALPH PASTORE THOMAS GWAZDAUSKAS
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PAUL JOHANNSEN GREGORY 8RESPW DANIEL LORD ROGER WARRENDER
RODNEY DAHLSTROM





JOHN PETRIE PHILIP HOPKINSON LAWRENCE GOOCH ROBERT MCANDREW
CHARLES DIMAN JAMES DUNN RUSSELL BONE JOHN KILGUSS
iiari
ROBERT MEAOER CARL DUPRE RICHARD SIMONEAU ROBERT BALMAT
aAm*
ROBERT THOMPSON CHARLES PIKE SERALD LUCAS ROBERT ZAHNKE







PAUL M.BUJAK DAVID J. ASOUITH
PRESIOENT TREASURER
REIN C. FREE8ERG GEORGE B. OODSON WALTER C. DODD FRANCIS A. GAY
RICHARD L DUBSKY HOWARD D. BOARDMAN RONALD E. DANIELSON HENRY J. DE RONCK
*J *A iM
PAULGLARINI EDWARD M. CHAUSZ JOHN S MAZUR STEVE W. PRESS
ALAN R BERG STEPHEN R DAVIS E.WAYNE TURNBLOM
DUNCAN B. COLTER TERRY F BULGER PETER SHEINS
131
WILLIAM R.TUOMI IVANV.BEGGS ROGER W. PINKOS WILLIAM J. MCCARTHY
JAMES M.WENDELL NORMAN A. BERGSTROM ERIC K.DURLING EDWARD C. MCNAMARA
STEPHEN E. CARLSON KENYON E.B MCGUIRE DAVID F HARWOOD ROBERT £ ZEMAN
132
•*A dk iiiit*MMVk
LEONARD J WECKEL PHILIP R. GAUDET PAUL F GRANCHELLI STANLEY P. PIETREWICZ CHARLES E PROCTOR ALAN H.SUYDAM
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DELTA SIGMA TAU
RICHARD R. BRODEUR J.GREGORY FERRARA
dlA *h mM








JOHN P GAHAGAN JOHN 8.CZAJKOWSKI ALAN D. RANDALL
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to NCAA bid. .
.
The 1965 Soccer Squad was the first team
since 1938 to finish with an undefeated season.
Coming in as runner-up in the NCAA Atlantic
Coast Regional College Division Championships
played at R.P.I., the engineers displayed one
of the most impressive records in many years.
The season started with a 4-1 victory against
Tufts on September 25. In victory after victory,
the team felled a tough MIT, 2-1, and scored a
slim 2-1 victory against AIC in miserable weath-
er. Continuing in their undefeated status, the
soccer team trounced Hartford University with
an impressive 6-1 victory and bested U. Mass.
with a 3-0 shut-out. The sixth game of the sea-
son, played at Homecoming, found the engi-
neers pitted against a tough Coast Guard team,
last year's New England Small College Cham-
pions. Ignoring that fact, the Techmen ran over
Coast Guard with a 5-1 win. Then followed a
4-1 win over Lowell Tech and the only tie of the
season with Middlebury College. In two over-
time periods, the Middlebury club used their
height advantage and the result was a 1-1
stalemate. Locally, Tech faced neighboring
Assumption College and thoroughly routed the
Worcester rivals with a 4-0 score. Away again
at Boston University, the Tech eleven blasted
BU in an overwhelming 4-0 effort. The final
game of the season saw Tech faced with an-
other local rival, Clark University. Try as Clark
did for an upset victory, the team sewed up their





Then came the congratulations, the hand-




precedented invitation to the NCAA tournament.
On Nov. 19, WPI brought its 10-0-1 record to
bear against RPI and, despite the loss to injury
of co-captain Jim Maroney, won by a score
of 4-2.
The next foe on the championship slate was
New Platz State College from New York; this
was the big game — it would decide the East-
ern Coast College Division Champions. The lead
switched hands several times until the contest
was tied at 2-2 with 18 minutes left to play.
With overtime play looking imminent, New
Platz scored with five seconds to go and it was
all over.
The trip home from RPI was jubilant, how-
ever. Riding with the team was the prestige of
the season and the title of "runner-up" on the
East Coast, as well as three All-Tournament
players: Jim Viele, Pete Dickerson, and Ed
Cannon, who was also runner-up for the most
valuable player award.
The coaches, Alan King and Jim McKechnie,
attributed the team's fine performance to the
tremendous defense and team cooperation. Out
of ten games, only eight goals were scored
against WPI and, of these, only one to an op-
ponent in any one game. Names recurring time
and time again in performance reports were
high scorer and holder of the record number
of goals scored in a season — 12 — Jim Viele,
Charlie Spitz, Ken Blaisdell, Ed Cannon and
many others who served the team well. We can










DEAN JR. COLLEGE 4
CLARK J.V. 1
WORCESTER ACAD.

































DEAN JR. COL. 25
8 HARVARD FRE. B 14































Y.M.C.A. OPEN 3rd PLACE
(Boston, Mass.)
K. of C. GAMES didn't place
(Boston Garden)





































69 BOSTON UNIV. 59
71 WESLEYAN 108







102 COAST GUARD 79
57 TUFTS 68












21 UNIV. of CONN. 16
24 HARTFORD 11
14 TUFTS 23
8 COAST GUARD 24









19 DEAN JR. COLLEGE 18
19 UNIV. of CONN. 14
11 TUFTS 26





47 NICHOLS COLLEGE 47
36 DEAN JR. COLLEGE 58





31 HOLY CROSS 63
12 UNIV. of CONN. 78
26 COAST GUARD 68









6 WORCESTER STATE 7
2 HOLY CROSS 11
5 NEW HAVEN COLLEGE 10
1 LOWELL TECH 3






12 LOWELL TECH 2
2 NICHOLS 7











































7 HARTFORD 4 m
AIC 8
4 WESLEYAN 15 u^\
9 ASSUMPTION 1 J^^^^B
12 CLARK 10
1 TUFTS 8




















8 HOLY CROSS 9
WESLEYAN 20
4 BOWDOIN 9

















































John Braun Ronald Crump
Anthony Carrara
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. . dignity lies in deserving honors














J. Braun A. Carrara
G. Elko G. Fargo, Jr.
"... to foster a spirit
of liberal culture . . ."
D. Foley
S. Formica




H. Ogasian R. Pankoski
177
J. Botop
. . for proficiency in all phases
of the military profession . . ."
T. Brasiskis
R. Finn J. Pardee
SCABBARD AND BLADE
G. Potter
P. Sommer E. Sweed










. . to develop ... a feeling
of sound engineering ethics . . ."
D. Petersen, Jr. E. Scott
R. Swers
179
W. Bowen L. Carreira R. Finn
CHEMICAL HONOR SOCIETY
B. Geelan
J. Joubert D. Stone
".
. . to reward achievements in
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering . . ."




A. Carrara J. Dyckman
J. Lenart R. Olson
"
. . to contribute to the improvement








W. Behn J. Cocci
".
. . to advance the profession
of electrical engineering . . ." P* ez
G. Fargo D. Foley
S. Formica





. . for unusual ability and ambition
in furthering the cause of dramatics ..."









Dr. Wilmer L. Kranich, Head of Department
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Lacrosse, "W", Co-Capt.; Soccer, "W",






Baseball, "W", Co-Capt.; Golf; Hockey,
"W", Co-Capt.; Wrestling; W.P.I.A.A..






Wrestling; Chemical Honor Society
Treas.; A.I.Ch.E.; PEDDLER, Senior Ed.;
TECH NEWS, Photo Ed.; Band; Glee
















Tennis; R.O.T.C. Maj.; A.I.Ch.E.; Band;
Auto Club; Rifle Club.









Tennis; A.I.Ch.E.; Chess Club; Rifle
Club.
Wallace Edward Hack







Chemical Honor Society Pres.; R.O.T.C.











Cross Country, "W"; Track, "W"





Walter S. Kuczek, Jr.
Indian Orchard, Mass.
Phi Sigma Kappa
Lacrosse; A.I.Ch.E.; Skeptical Chyms.;
Newman Club; Arts Society; Bridge
Club; Rifle Club.




Track, "W; Nautical Club.







Tennis, "W", Capt.; Fresh. Class Chair-
man; R.O.T.C. Capt.; A.I.Ch.E.; Tech

















Football, "W", CoCapt.; A.I.Ch.E.;






Baseball, "W"; Basketball; Football,
Mgr.; W.P.I.A.A., Sec; A.I.Ch.E., Vice-
Pres., S.S.C.; TECH NEWS, Sports Ed.
Earl Chester Sparks, III
Bedford, Massachusetts






\.I.Ch.E., Sec; Council of Pres.; Fra-










Cross Country, "W"; Track; A.I.Ch.E.;
Shield.
192
Malcolm Cram White, Jr.
Rumford, Maine
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Cross Country; A.I.Ch.E.; Council of
Pres.; P.C.F., Pres.; Alpha Phi Omega;




Baseball; Cross Country; A.I.Ch.E.;




Cross Country, "W", Capt.; Track;





Golf; Soccer; A.I.Ch.E.; PEDDLER;
TECH NEWS; Newman Club; Arts





Baseball Mgr.; Swimming; Chemical
Honor Society Vice-Pres.; Tau Beta Pi





Lacrosse; R.O.T.C. Maj.; A.I.Ch.E.
193
CHEMISTRY
Dr. Robert C. Plumb, Head of Department
umsaataaam
194
Dr. Frederic R. Butler Dr. David Todd
Dr. Wilbur B. Bridgman
195
Dr. William D. Hobey
Dr. Monroe V. Evans
196
Dr. Stephen J. Weininger















Track; R.O.T.C. Maj.; Semi Simple




John Stuart Garden, Jr.
Basking Ridge, New Jersey




Skeptical Chytns.; P.C.F.; Band; Boyn-




R.O.T.C. 1st Lt.; A.I.Ch.E.; A.C.S.; Skep-









Alpha Psi Omega Pres.; A.C.S.; Skepti-
cal Chyms., Pres.; Council of Pres.;





Skeptical Chyms.; Shield; PEDDLER.
William Joseph Remillong
Boundbrook, New Jersey
Skeptical Chyms.; Camera Club; Fenc-
















Lacrosse, "W"; R.O.T.C Lt. Col.;




WHO'S WHO, TBIT, XE






WHO'S WHO, IIA K
Pi Delta Epsilon, Vice-Pres.; A.S.C.E.;
Council of Pres.; TECH NEWS, Editor
in Chief; Newman Club. Sigmund Solomon Dicker
Bellmore, New York






Baseball; Soccer, "W"; TECH NEWS;
Newman Club; Varsity Club.
Donald Paul Givens
Reeds Ferry, New Hampshire
Sigma Phi Epsilon













Basketball; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt.; Sr. Class
Sec; Fraternity Pres.; A.S.CE.
Michael E. Grilli
Worcester, Massachusetts










Basketball Mgr.; Golf; Jr. Class Treas.;
Skull Pres.; A.S.C.E., Pres.; Tech Sen-



























TECH NEWS; Newman Club.
Peter John Kudless
Staten Island, New York
Phi Kappa Theta
WHO'S WHO. nAE
Football, "W"; Lacrosse, "W"; A.S.C.E.;
S.S.C.; Fraternity Sec; TECH NEWS,
Sports Ed.; Newman Club; Varsity Club.
John Campbell Lee
Cambria Heights, N. Y.
Phi Sigma Kappa
Track; R.O.T.C., 1st Lt.; A.S.C.E.; Coun-









Lacrosse; Soccer; Newman Club.
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WHO'S WHO, SKULL, IIAE
Pi Delta Epsilon Sec; A.S.C.E.; TECH





























Chester Joseph Patch, III
Ipswich, Massachusetts
Phi Kappa Theta
Wrestling; R.O.T.C. 1st Lt.; A.S.C.E.;





Basketball, "W"; Soph., Junior, Sr.










































Football, "W"; Wrestling, "W", Capt.;










Dr. Glen A. Richardson, Head of Department
William R. Grogan
210
William B. Wadsworth Douglas E. Howes
William W. Locke
211






Dr. Romeo L. Moruzzi Earle R. Laste, Jr.
213
John D. Sherrick Dr. Gilbert H. Owyang
~"^^B ™




Dr. William H. Roadstrum
214
Archie K. McCurdy











I.E.E.E.; Arts Society; Nautical Club;








Soph., Jr. Class Sec; Eta Kappa Nu
Pres.; Tau Beta Pi Sec; I.E.E.E.; Sec;
Council of Pres.; PEDDLER, Editor in
Chief; TECH NEWS; Alpha Phi Omega,
Vice-Pres.; Debating Club, Pres.
Kenneth M. Bell
Warwick, Rhode Island





Baseball; I.E.E.E.; TECH NEWS;




Hockey. "W": Lacrosse. "W", Co Capt.;
Track; Sr. Class Vice-Pros.; IEEE.;
Council of Pros.; I.F.C Pros.: Fraternity




















Football; I.E.E.E.; TECH NEWS, Ad.













Football; Newman Club; Arts Society,
Sec.
Steven Erhard
Port Chester, New York
Tau Kappa Epsilon
A.I.Ch.E.; I.E.E.E.; A.S.M.E.; A. I. P.; Fra-
ternity Pres.; TECH NEWS; Canterbury
Club; Auto Club; Camera Club; Cosmo-
politan Club.




A. Ralph Fiore, Jr.
Waltham, Massachusetts
Phi Kappa Theta
Wrestling; I.E.E.E.; TECH NEWS; New-




Cross Country; Lacrosse; Wrestling,
•W"; S.S.C.; TECH NEWS, Jr. Ed.;
Newman Club, Vice-Pres.; Nautical
Club, Vice-Pres.; Rowing Club; Varsity
Club.
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Andrew Joseph Fish, Jr.
New Haven, Connecticut
I.E.E.E.; Council of Pres.; Canterbury







Basketball; I.E.E.E.; Tech Senate, Pres.;
Council of Pres.; TECH NEWS; Newman






Cheerleader; Soph. Class Vice-Pres.;
Eta Kappa Nu Vice-Pres.; Tau Beta Pi
Pres.; I.E.E.E.; Fraternity Vice-Pres.;











I.E.E.E.; Council of Pres.; TECH NEWS,




East Providence, R. I.





TECH NEWS, Asst. Circ. Mgr.
Peter Gray IV
West Acton, Massachusetts
Cheerleader; A.I.Ch.E.; Shield; Auto
Club; Ski Club.
Richard Crown Holler
North Tanawanda, New York
Alpha Tau Omega
Swimming, "W"; R.0.T.C 1st Lt.;
I.E.E.E.; TECH NEWS; Arts Society



















I.E.E.E.; Council of Pres.; Newman




Council of Pres.; PEDDLER; Arts Soci-























I.E.E.E., Pres.; Fraternity Treas.; New-
















Fencing Club; Council of Pres.; Shield;








I.E.E.E.; Fraternity Pres.; TECH NEWS.
Soc. Ed.; Glee Club, Vice-Pres.; Octet;








Golf, "W"; S.S.C., Pres.; Newman Club.
Donald Joseph Mugnai
Arlington, Massachusetts
I.E.E.E.; TECH NEWS; Newman Club;
Arts Society; Camera Club.
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William Roland Nims
North Caldwell, New Jersey
Phi Gamma Delta
WHO'S WHO, SKULL
Basketball, "W", Co-Capt.; Track;
W.P.I.A.A., Vice-Pres.; Fraternity Treas.;





Lacrosse; I.E.E.E.; TECH NEWS, Copy








Arts Society; Lens and
Raymond Griffin O'Connell, Jr.
Litchfield, Connecticut
Tau Kappa Epsilon





Baseball Mgr.; I.E.E.E.; PEDDLER, Ad.














R.O.T.C Capt.; Semi Simple Group;




Football, "W"; Lacrosse, "W"; Wres-













































Cheerleader; I.E.E.E.; Council of Pres.;
Fraternity Vice-Pres.; Band, Pres.;
Boyntonians; Glee Club, Pres.; Octet;




Fencing Club, Co-capt.; R.O.T.C. Capt.;
I.E.E.E.; Council of Pres., Sec.-Treas.;




Edwin Higginbottom, Head of Department
Dr. Charles R. Heventhal, Jr.; David P. McKay
228
James Hensel Edmund M. Hayes
Richard H. Roche
Arthur A. Kennedy, Jr. Theodore H. Packard




Dr. Leland L. Atwood, Head of Department










Donald N. Zwiep, Co-Administrator
Dr. Albert J. Schwieger, Department Head and Co-Administrator
f i e i in »
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James W. Wightman, Dr. Nicholas L. Onorato
John Joseph Braun
North Merrick, New York
Phi Kappa Theta
WHO'S WHO, SKULL, TBII
Basketball; Lacrosse; S.A.M.; Tech





S.A.M.; TECH NEWS; Arts Society;





Football, "W", Co-Capt.; Lacrosse;
Track; S.A.M., Vice-Pres.; TECH NEWS,






















Baseball, "W", Co-Capt.; Soccer, "W",
Co-Capt.; S.A.M.; TECH NEWS; New-




Soccer, "W"; Track; S.A.M.; TECH
NEWS; Newman Club.





Lacrosse; Pi Delta Epsilon Pres.;
S.A.M.; Council of Pres.: PEDDLER.
Sr. Ed.; Newman Club; Band Bus.
Mgr.; Nautical Club.




Track; Class Historian; Pi Delta Epsi-
lon Treas.; I.E.E.E.; Tech Senate: PED
DLER, Sr. Ed.; TECH NEWS. Make up





Football; Track, "W"; S.A.M.; Octet;




S.A.M.; TECH NEWS, Bus. Mgr.; New-
man Club.



















Ralph D. Nelson Dr. Luke N. Zaccaro
Richard N. Cobb
237
John P. van Alstyne Dr. William J. Hardell
Bruce C. McQuarrie
238
Peter R. Christopher Warren E. Chase







Basketball Ass't Mgr.; Semi Simple





Basketball; Track; Semi Simple Group,
Pres.; Shield, Vice-Pres; Newman Club;









Tennis; Semi Simple Group.
Robert Joseph Scalzi
Milford, Massachusetts
Semi Simple Group, Vice-Pres.; Shield.
William Eugene Sullivan, Jr.
Springfield, Massachusetts
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lacrosse, "W"; Wrestling: Semi Simple
Group, Pres.; Council of Pres.; Auto
Club; Rifle Club.
Vincent F. Connolly
Frank James Yohan, Jr.
Greenwich, Connecticut
Semi Simple Group, Vice-Pres.; Shield;
Debating Club; Rifle Club; Newman
Club.
Andrew C. Warner, Jr.
Berlin, Massachusetts
Alpha Tau Omega
A.I.Ch.E.; Newman Club; Glee Club.
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Alden T. Roys Dr. Raymond R. Hagglund
Frank S. Finlayson
243


























Track, "W"; Newman Club; Arts Soci-
ety; Nautical Club; Varsity Club.
Leo Thomas Benoit, Jr.
Rocky Hill, Connecticut
Phi Kappa Theta
Basketball; Golf. "W"; TECH NEWS.





















Hockey, "W"; A.S.M.E.; PEDDLER,
Bus. Mgr.; TECH NEWS, News Ed.;





Fencing Club; R.0.T.C Capt.; A.S.M.E.;
Council of Pres.; Arts Society; Debat-
ing Club; Nautical Club, Commodore;



















Hockey; A.S.M.E.. Pres.; Council of




Baseball; Football, "W"; R.O.T.C. 1st
Lt.; Newman Club.
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Football, "W"; Lacrosse, "W"; A.S.M.E;









































































Baseball Ass't Mgr.; A.S.M.E.; Frater-
nity Sec; PEDDLER, Senior Ed.; New-
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Donald Winfield Petersen, Jr.
Farmington, Connecticut
TBn, nTZ
Pi Tau Sigma Vice-Pres.; A.S.M.E.;




Lacrosse; A.S.M.E.; Octet; Arts Society;
Bridge Club; Chess Club.
255
Guenther Theodore Pollnow















Fort Wadsworth, New York
R.O.J.C. Capt.; A.S.M.E.; Shield; New-
man Club; Arts Society; Camera Club;
Nautical Club, Treas.; Rifle Club; Ski
Club; Pershing Rifles. Frank P. Robinson
Beverly, Massachusetts
256
George E. Schmidt, Jr.
David James Sanford
Bridgeport, Connecticut



































Soccer; Wrestling; A.S.M.; Semi Simple




















A.S.M.E.; Newman Club; Masque.
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PHYSICS
Dr. Allan E. Parker, Head of Department
-
George F. Riley
Dr. Jerald A. Weiss
260
Dr. John C. Johnson Dr. Ralph Heller
261
Dr. Benjamin A. Wooten Dr. Harold W. Hilsinger
Robert Long, II
Richard F. Morton
Donald W. Howe, Jr. Dr. John C. Garth









A.I.P., Arts Society; Camera Club; Lens





A. I. P., Vice-Pres.; Council of Pres.;














Council of Pres.; Conservative Club,




A.I. P.; Council of Pres.; PEDDLER;




A. I. P., Pres.; Council of Pres.











Robert W. Pritchard, Head of Department










Lt. Col. Gardner T. Pierce, Head of Department
268
Capt. Rodney W. Logan
Major Gregor T. Young
Major Charles R. Horton
Capt. Leon B. Hittner 269
Sgt. Major Melvin E. Cushing
Capt. Felix L. Casipit, Jr.
270
Wtt
SFC Malcolm L. Leavitt, Sgt. Herbert D. Mello


























Rene LaPierre, Ron Gordon, Pete Dickerson, Frank Magiera, John Cahalen, Larry
Gooch, John Rogozenski, John Stumpp, Joel Schoenholtz, George Thrasher, John
Kilguss, Jim Lawson, Paul Trudel, Joe Maggi, Carmen DellaVecchia, Bob Gohsler,
Gene Baldrate, John Kelly, Steve Luber.
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How much is an eye worth?

























To the Class of '66

































"for the pursuit of excellence








Gifts Greeting Cards Sundries
Stuffed Animals A FRIEND
I.E.E.E
A.S.M.E






TURNER MOTOR COACH SERVICE
301 ELM STREET
FITCHBURG, MASSACHUSETTS







Suppliers to the Bookstore
of
HEALTH and BEAUTY AIDS
C. V. BIANCHI AND SONS, INC.
CONSULTANTS
Established 1890
Marble - Tile - Slate
Terrazzo - Granite
All Resilient Floorings
428 SHREWSBURY STREET WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
PL 3-1564
SALMONSEN'S
NEW ENGLAND GLASS FRESH LOCAL MILK
AUTO GLASS - STORE FRONTS
MIRRORS - TUB ENCLOSURES - PLASTICS
ALUMINUM FABRICATION
A Better Milk for All the Family
589 PARK AVE., WORCESTER, MASS. Phone: PL 2-6562




Engineering ingenuity—a key to progress—has
been a major factor in the growth of The Heald
Machine Company.
Over the years product innovation has produced
many Heald firsts. Among these are the first fully
hydraulic internal grinder for production line use,
first internal grinder with automatic sizing and first
centerless internal grinder. These innovations gained
rapid acceptance and are now basic standards of
the machine tool industry.
More recently, research has established Heald
as a leader in the isolation and control of vibration
and resultant chatter. One notable result of this
research is the damped quill which successfully elim-
inates chatter marks in surface finish of deep bores.
With industry's need for ultra high precision, Heald
developed and introduced the first Numerically
Controlled contour boring and turning machine
capable of .000025" resolution.
The procedure of in-process single jet air gaging
of internal grooves is still another innovation. This
process reduces size variation to Vl that of other
sizing methods.
In 1963 Heald Controlled Force Grinders were
announced, representing the first major break-
through in internal grinding in 30 years. The CF
principle controls the force at which the wheel is
fed into the work and has set new standards for
quality, production, and uniformity.
Here at Heald, research continues in many areas
such as fluid bearings, surface texture, numerically
controlled machinery, and static as well as dynamic
machine characteristics.
Thus, Engineering ingenuity, a key to progress,
has done much to justify our well-known slogan
—
IT PAYS TO COME TO HEALD.
THE HEALD MACHINE COMPANY







JONATHAN TITUS CHRISTOPHER TITUS
KESSELI & MORSE COMPANY
Masons Supplies — Building Materials
Transit Mixed Concrete
Tile and Floor Covering Installations
242 CANTERBURY STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
OVER A CENTURY OF SERVICE IN SUPPLYING AMERICA'S SCHOOLS
Milton Bradley Company offers a quality line
of Lecture Hall and Auditorium Seating, Library Equipment
and Drawing and Art Room Furniture.
Matchless Appearance
• Flexible Efficiency
• Double Tube & Channel Frames








NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
Style No. 4400 NL
Clarin Reserve Seating
GOYETTE'S SERVICE STATION
"AT THE SUNOCO SIGN"
Phone PL 3-9579
102 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
BEST WISHES




G. T. Abdow, '53
DEERHILL DAIRY
D. BORIA & SONS
COMPLIMENTS
- of-
WILBUR'S RESTAURANTS INC. Homogenized
Vitamin "D" Milk
PL 4-0403
CHARLES E. KINKADE HAMILTON L. WOOD
LUKE A. DILLON, JR. DAVID L. DRTDN
STEPHEN B. AMES 1 BB4 - 1 95B AMERICUS
&&0 t^/vtcetm *^s£k'&&l, /s<24tc>ed/e4<. S\, tyvt-ccdd .
Telephone
pleasant 7-7726











S. 1. HOWARD GLASS COMPANY LaVIGNE PRESS, INC.
Distinctividuality Printers
MIRROR - PLATE GLASS - INDUSTRIAL GLASS SINCE 1898




379 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF Tel. PL 2-5724
A. B. DICK PRODUCTS CO.









Mimeograph - Spirit - Azograph
Offset - Folders - Photocopy
and Supplies
To the Class of 1966
HAIL AND FAREWELL! THOMAS A. HICKEY, INC.
May these college years linger long in your
memory, and may there forever be a warm spot ALES,
WINES and LIQUORS
in your heart for
121 HIGHLAND STREET
THE HIGHLANDER PL 4-2637
We Wish You Health, Happiness and 261 LINCOLN STREET
Every Success 754-6883
ANGELO and JIMMY
Charles Hill Morgan designed the first successful
continuous rolling mill to be built in the United
States, thereby making a major contribution to this
country's industrial base in the nineteenth century.
In 1888 he founded the Morgan Construction Com-
pany to meet the needs of the growing steel industry
for advanced high-production ^^
equipment. Ever since that year, ^%^fl (j
Morgan of Worcester has been de-
j | ^j | WOF
signing and building such equip-
ment, until today the company's activities are world-
wide. One out of every three members of the com-
pany's work force is now in engineering, design,
drafting, and allied fields. Licensing arrangements
with Davy and United Engineering Company Limited
of Sheffield, England, and Siemag Siegener Maschi-
nenbau G. m. b. H. with offices in
Dahlbruch and Dusseldorf, West
Germany, expand our coverage to
all centers of steel-making activity.
CESTERIM
ROLLING MILLS-Since the
first Morgan Rolling Mill, the company has
designed 259 Rolling Mills of various types,
now operating in the United States and in 16
foreign countries. Besides complete rolling
mills, Morgan has an impressive list of firsts in
the steel handling equipment field, including
the new Stelmor Process for controlled cooling,
collection and division of rod products.
MORGOIL BEARINGS-
With the advent of the Morgoil Bearing in 1933,
greater rolling pressures, higher speeds, and
closer tolerances became possible. A precision
bearing which rides on a film of oil, the Morgoil
offers outstanding advantages of greater pro-
duction, a better product, longer bearing life,
and substantial savings in maintenance costs.
Recent developments include hydrostatic lubri-
cation, quick change design, new inboard seal,
and advanced hydrodynamic lubrication.
WIRE DRAWING
MACHINES -the first successful
continuous wire drawing machine was built by
Morgan in 1921. Improvements and new de-
signs have constantly been made since then.
Today, Morgan Accumulator, Morgan Mordraw,
Morgan-Barcro and Morgan Fine Wet machines
are drawing all grades of wire at high produc-
tion rates. A recent addition is the Morgan
Olympic High Speed Multi-Head Stranding Ma-
chine for stranding steel, copper and aluminum.
COMBUSTION
CONTROL — Another Morgan product
is the Morgan-lsley system of combustion con-
trol for furnaces in the steel, glassmaking, and
allied industries. This system is a radical
change from the natural draft system of supply-
ing combustion air and exhausting waste gases,
since the Morgan-lsley does the job mechani-
cally. It may be regulated with extreme accuracy
to maintain the high temperatures required in





COES KNIFE COMPANY 63 LAKE AVENUE
MACHINE KNIVES and HARDENED Worcester, Mass. 01604
STEEL WAYS
752-5631
72 COES STREET BOATS - MOTORS - TRAILERS
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
OMC Marine Accessories - Marine Distributors
Compliments
Engineersand Contractors




THE EVENING GAZETTE HEATING SYSTEMS - OIL BURNING SYSTEMS -
SUNDAY TELEGRAM POWER PLANTS • INDUSTRIAL PIPING
-
• •
VENTILATION - AIR CONDITIONING - PLUMBING
1 Radio Station WTAG
BOSTON, MASS. WORCESTER, MASS.
EDWARDS PAINT & PAPER CORP. COMPLIMENTS











Metal Cutting Tools — Factory Supplies
Power Transmission





















"GAS, THE KEY TO MODERN LIVING" Chainbelt, Inc.
Display Room —









. . . in a choice location, thought out for your
512 MAIN STREET HOLDEN, MASS.
convenience.
Come straight into our Varsity Shop from
CHEVROLET SALES and SERVICE the new High Street i ntr.nuc.
Z0TT0LI BROS. You'll like it!





MORGAN LINEN SERVICE, INC.
81 MILLBURY STREET
Wotcester 8, Massachusetts
Granger Contracting Co., Inc.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS




P. POWER ROOFING CO.
16 LEXINGTON STREET
WORCESTER, MASS.
ROOFING AND SHEET METAL WORKERS
ESTABLISHED 1868
752-6166
ESTES & JOHNSTON INSURANCE AGENCY
ASSOCIATES
Cousy & Sharry, Inc. Home Insurance Agency, Inc.
COMPLIMENTS OF
O. E. NAULT & SONS, INC.
Architects








TO THE GRADUATES OF 1966
For all types of drilling operations, look to
May you all have a successful and prosperous
LELAND - GIFFORD future in your chosen fields.
Standard and custom built machines
for any job.
Single and multiple heads.
Hand, power or hydraulic feed.
Tape control for semi—automatic drilling.
WARREN & BIGELOW
LELAND - GIFFORD ELECTRIC CO., Inc.
1001 Southbridge St.
Worcester, Mass. 01601 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Subsidiary of




WILLIAM F. LYNCH CO. INC.
fffttC.
PLUMBING - HEATING ARTHUR PALLET JULIUS PALLEY




Office Supplies, Furniture and Machines
Drafting Equipment — Printing





2 KANSAS ST., WORCESTER, MASS
"BABCO" BRAND INGOT METALS





Among the nation's best selling tools are
Hanson High Speed Steel Twist Drills and
Ace Taps and Dies made in Worcester at the
















MANUFACTURERS OF HAND TOOLS
10 HARVARD STREET • WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
TELEPHONE PLeasant 2-1921
It Pays To Keep Clean
American Linen Supply Co., Inc.




GEO. F. BLAKE, INC.




CURTIS & MARBLE MACHINE Co.
TEXTILE MACHINERYY since 1831













BAY STATE HARDWARE COMPANY
"TOOL RENTAL SPECIALIST"
120 W. ROYLSTON STREET
WORCESTER, MASS \( HUSETTS
II Tashjian
Class of ^1
TO THE CLASS OF '66
CONGRATULATIONS




345 SHREWSBURY ST. WORCESTER, MASS.
COMPLIMENTS OF
BREWER & COMPANY, Inc.
Established at Worcester in 1852
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS DIVISION
Acids - Oils
Heavy Chemicals - Starches
67 UNION STREET WORCESTER, MASS.
110 Years of Service
Beaming out to transform dangerous
darkness to daytime safety, Sylvania Mer-
cury Lamps are today's most efficient
source for street and outdoor lighting.
LIGHTING DIVISION • MANCHESTER, N. H.
SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
a subsidiary of
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Incandescent, Fluorescent and Mercury Vapor Lamps
Photolamps Fluorescent Fixtures Starters Special Light Sources and Components
COMPLIMENTS
- of -





ROBINSON METALS CO., INC.
1B5 SHREWSBURY STREET
WEST BOYLSTON, MASS. 015S3
CUSTOM SHEET METAL FABRICATORS
-
--TOttmife strength for freight to the stars
From blast-off to operation in the dimly-defined conditions of space, missile and aerospace
technology demands the utmost in strength and reliability of metal.
Experience continually proves the superior ability of forgings to withstand the extremes
of stress, heat and cold encountered.
Experience also proves Wyman-Gordon's position as a prime producer of high-perform-
ance forgings in critical engine, motor case and frame applications for the major missiles,
rockets and spacecraft in America's program. Future projects, too, rely on Wyman-Gordon
skills, from orbiting laboratory to lunar launch and exploration vehicles, nuclear propulsion
and beyond.
Emphasis on progress and the pioneering outlook, anticipating tomorrow's needs in
today's forging achievements, makes Wyman-Gordon a major contributor to our advance in
space, and every other industry served.
INDUSTRY'S PARTNER IN PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTWYMAN-GORDON
Forgingt of Aluminum, Mognttivm, St—I, Titanium and Beryllium, Molybdenum, Cohmbium and othir uncommon material
t
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
HARVEY, ILLINOIS GRAFTON, MASSACHUSETTS
DETROIT. MICHIGAN DAYTON. OHIO LOS ANGELES. CALI FORNI
A
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS of 1966
GREEN BROS, of WORCESTER INC.
60 KING ST.
WORCESTER, MASS.
HOWARD GREEN - Class of '49
Compliments
of















Francis S. Harvey, PE
BS in CE, W.P.I. 1937
Compliments of
E. L. DAUPHINAIS, INC.
TOP QUALITY— "READY MIXED CONCRETE"
85 two way radio equipped transit mixed trucks
Serving central Massachusetts
Main Office: NORTH GRAFTON
Phones: Worcester PL 7-4501
Grafton 839-4425
JAMES COWAN & SONS, INC.
WHOLESALE MEATS
& PROVISIONS





















THERE IS A DIFFERENCE
SUBSIDIARIES
Bay State Abrasive Products Co. (Canada) Ltd., Brantford, Ontario
Felker Manufacturing Company, Torrance, California





NORTH GRAFTON, MASSACHUSETTS 01536
YANKEE PRODUCTS COMPANY
FABRICATING AND PRESSURE VESSELS




Natural Model Clothing THOREN'S DAIRY
330 MAIN STREET Purveyors to the
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS Dormitory
QUALITY








Major Appliances - Stereo and Radio
F. W. MADIGAN CO., INC.
General Contractors - Engineers


















Vacuum Equipment • Tantalum
Research andDevelopment
I CLIPPER MANUFACTURING CO.
CjfcpP?*^ Kansas City. Missouri
/Masonry and Concrete Cutting Equipment
CM, INORTON COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES- WORCESTER. MASS.. U. S. A.














H.E. H0LBR00K DROP FORGE INC.
40 ROCKDALE ST.
WORCESTER, MASS.
H.E. HOLBROOK JR. CLASS '44
BUILDING MATERIALS DYES AND PIGMENTS MELAMINE' PLASTIC
People, plants, products, progress...
that's Allied Chemical, maker of over 3,000 products that benefit industry.
BASIC TO AMERICAS PROGRESS
Divisions: Barrett ' Fibcri • Gf<if'*l Chemic*l * International • Nation*! Aniline • Nitrogen • Plaitict • Semel Solva, • Solve, Procen • Union Teiat Petroleum
In Canada: Allied Chemical Canada. Ltd.. Montreal
COMPLIMENTS
- of -





MEN'S and BOYS' CLOTHIERS
OLSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SCREW - MACHINE - PRODUCTS
100 PRESCOTT STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
C. K. SMITH & CO., INC.















METCALF& EDDY | ENGINEERS
Statler Building, Boston
2500 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
60 East 42nd St., New York
W. J. SHANNON TRUCKING CO.
RIGGERS
Specialist in Plant Relocation



















distributors of Electrical Supplies
244 PARK AVENUE WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 0161
36 BOVLSTON STREET • WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01600 •
Custom Injection Moulding
of Plastics
e.g. radio cabinets, vacuum
cleaners, electric knives
244 MAIN STREET
The House of Quality
APPLIANCES
FINE FURNITURE — GIFTS
John W.Coghlin, Class of '19
Edwin B. Coghlin, Sr., Class of '23
Edwin B. Coghlin, Jr., Class of '56
THE PRESMET CORPORATION







THE BOZENHARD COMPANY, INC.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
WORCESTER MASSACHUSETTS
The 1966 PEDDLER of Worcester Polytechnic Institute has been
printed in the offset lithographic process by New England Yearbooks,
a Division of Pembrooke Company, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts.
Paper stock is a special run for Pembrooke Co. of a shade of 80 lb.
Mohawk Superfine High-Finish. The body is 12 on 18 pt, and 14 on
18 pt. News Gothic Italic; and 9 pt., 7 pt., 6 on 8 pt., and 10 on
12 pt. News Gothic. Heads are 18 pt., 24 pt., and 36 pt. News Gothic
Bold caps. Senior portraits are the work of Marvin Richmond Studio,

















A yearbook must serve many
functions and its design is
therefore always a compro-
mise. There are always
those "musts" which time-
honored tradition dictate be
a part of any yearbook.
However, these traditions
cannot be held as restric-
tions on the effective pres-
entation of campus life.
For this reason, the format
of the book evolves from the
desired total impact, which
at times necessitates elim-
ination of secondary objec-
tives.
New design concepts have
been initiated in order to
present ideas in a more
fluent and coherent manner
for the reader.
It is impossible for you, as
a reader, in glancing through
these pages to place a value
on the contributions of dif-
ferent staff members to this
book, but it is also impos-
sible for the staff to forget.
Every reader needs to
thank: Dick Pankoski, who
established the basic de-
sign and was the source of
many of the other innova-
tions in style; Russ Morey,
who, along with Dick made
this book what it is; Mark
Hubelbank, whose photog-
raphy, both color and black
and white, has made this
book not only possible, but
exciting to design; Harry
Ogasian, Phil Berube, and
Chris Bradbury, who really
came through to make the
new ideas financially prac-
tical; Doug Mitchell, our
representative from New
England Yearbooks, who
was always ready with a
new idea and a fresh ap-
proach; and to Professor
van Alystyne, our adviser.
(W. Behn)




